From St. Pantaleon to Enns (about 2 ½ hours)
Behind the church St. Pantaleon at the pilgrims' inn Winklehner we follow the sign over a narrow
bridge over the Moosbach to the left to the road and march on asphalt to the village of Marksee. We
cross it straight on, always following the signs for the Jakobswegschildern (way of St. James signs)
and go on to the village of Arthof. There we cross the very frequented St. Valentiner Highway 123a.
Signs show the way. We go straight ahead on an asphalt road and don't let a left turn uphill to a
farmstead confuse us.
The asphalt path turns into a meadow path, which we continue straight ahead along the edge of the
forest.
We come across the fence of the power station and keep to the right. Now the path become very
narrow. We go around the power plant site (left turn) until we reach a path which will take us along
the Ennskanal back to the B123a. We cross the bridge and walk along the left side of the road on the
narrow gravel bank for a short distance to Pyburg. At the place-name sign Pyburg the Jakobsweg
(Way of St. James) separates into the (Lindenthalsche) north and the southern variant. There are two
signposts there - but without explanation.
We cross the railway line, go to the crossing and turn left into the busy Mauthausner Strasse. We
walk on the left side. On the right you will see a ERSTE-Bank with ATM. We walk on the pavement for
a long time until finally, about 200m before the sign at the end of Windpassing, a turn-off to the left
marked with the shell sign appears, which we follow. The asphalt road soon turns into a meadow
path. At a rest place we see the next scallop mark and enjoy a first view of Enns.
The meadow path leads into a forest. Before we turn 90° following the signpost to turn right and stay
on the edge of the forest. The meadow path leads briefly into the forest. At principle we always stay
on the edge of the forest. We come to a level crossing over a Side track, which we're crossing. We
stay on the path, which at first goes straight ahead and then continues in a left-right curve. An
asphalt road leads us to the underpass under the Bundestrasse 1 and the first branch of the
Westbahn (railway). We go straight on until to the next branch of the Western Railway. The road
bends to the left and brings us to an Underpass. Now Enns lies magnificently in front of us and we
walk on the Raaderstrasse past small houses up to Mauthausner Strasse. At the stop sign we follow
the signs and turn to the left and walk to the traffic lights.
There we turn right and go over the Ennsbrücke (bridge). At the end of the bridge there is a sidewalk
on the right side along the busy road leading uphill. We go in a gentle left turn uphill until we can
turn right into a small alleyway at almost half height. It leads to Ennsberg-Gasse, which we walk
uphill to the left. We come across the Wiener Strasse, turn right and see the Ennser town tower in
front of us. We walk up to the Main square. There you will find the city information office on the
right side next to the Ennser Museum. There is a pilgrim stamp.

